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LUCAS SYSTEMS AND Q DATA LAUNCH PARTNERSHIP TO DELIVER 
JENNIFER™ VOICE SOLUTIONS IN CANADA  

 
Partnership Focuses on Delivering Voice-Enabled Warehouse Management 

Leveraging Motorola Open Mobile Devices 
 
PITTSBURGH, PA, and TORONTO, ONT, February 27, 2008 – Lucas Systems, 
Inc., the leading provider of voice-directed warehouse applications for open, mobile 
computers, and Q data, Inc., a leading provider of warehouse management and mobile 
data collection solutions, today announced a partnership to deliver Jennifer™ voice 
solutions to customers throughout Canada. Jennifer™, by Lucas, is the leading voice 
logistics application for Motorola® industrial mobile computers, with thousands of users 
running Motorola MC9000, MC3000, and WT4000 computers. 

“Demand for Jennifer™ continues to grow as more and more distribution center and 
supply chain executives look for an open, adaptable voice solution providing greater 
operational gains than a canned WMS add-on,” said Jeff Slevin, COO of Lucas Systems. 
“Q data’s warehouse management expertise, their broad customer-base of distribution 
centers, and their sales and delivery offices throughout Canada will help us to reach more 
of these customers. We are especially pleased to team up with Q data as they share our 
commitment to exceeding customer expectations in every product and project they 
deliver.”  

Jennifer™, the Lucas voice solution, is the first voice-directed logistics solution designed 
from the ground up to run on open, industry standard portable computers. Jennifer™’s 
worker-friendly voice and innovative, efficient voice dialogues improve productivity and 
eliminate errors throughout the distribution center (from receiving to voice picking to 
truck loading). Likewise, Jennifer™ gives managers configurable labor management, 
process management, and reporting capabilities that allow them to better manage and 
adapt operations to reduce costs and maximize perfect orders. 
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“We are very excited to be partnering with Lucas,” said Jeff Lem, President and CEO of 
Q data. “The Jennifer solution will be the perfect compliment to RF Plus. We’re looking 
forward to introducing Jennifer to the Canadian marketplace.”  
 
About Q data, Inc. 
Q data Inc is a leading international integrator of bar coding, RFID and wireless 
solutions. With over 4,000 installations across North America, Q data has earned the 
reputation of delivering innovative and powerful solutions that generate a high return on 
investment. From simple bolt-on products to enterprise-wide systems, Q data has the 
skills and experience to deliver solutions tailored to your specific needs on time and on 
budget. For more information, visit www.qdata.com. 
 
About Lucas Systems, Inc. 
Lucas Systems has delivered more voice-directed distribution center solutions on a wider 
variety of mobile computers than any other company. Customers like Cardinal Health, 
C&S Wholesale Grocers, CVS/pharmacy, Kraft Nabisco, and OfficeMax trust Lucas to 
deliver solutions that greatly improve worker productivity and accuracy because Lucas 
truly understands warehouse operations. Jennifer™, the Lucas voice solution, 
communicates with warehouse associates through a headset connected to an open, 
industry standard multi-modal mobile computer. Jennifer creates a conversation with 
warehouse workers that frees their hands and eyes to focus on the job at hand, reducing 
errors while increasing efficiency. For more information, visit www.lucasware.com. 
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